CLARIFICATION

DOCUMENT SUBMISSION

(Revised)

June 19, 2014

The Commission will allow two (2) additional weeks for submission of the Multi Jurisdictional Personal History Disclosure Form (MJPHDF), New York Supplement to the Multi Jurisdictional Personal History Disclosure Form (NYSMJPHDF) and associated fingerprint cards, if necessary. The submission deadline for these forms is now July 14, 2014 at 4:00 p.m. EDT.

Delivery of the MJPHDFs, NYSMJPHDFs and associated fingerprint cards shall be made to:

Gail P. Thorpe, Supervisor of Contract Administration
New York State Gaming Commission
One Broadway Center
Schenectady, New York 12301-7500

Applicants remain required to submit the response to the Request For Application (RFA), Gaming Facility Location Application Form (GFLAF) and all attendant exhibits and supporting documents by the existing submission deadline of June 30, 2014 at 4:00 p.m. EDT, as specified in the RFA.

To reconcile the inconsistency between the answer to Question 423 and RFA Article IV §§ B.9 and B.10 regarding the number of copies of the MJPHDF, NYSMJPHDF and GFLAF required to be filed:

The Commission requires twenty (20) copies of each document.
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